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1.0 Executive Summary
This paper describes, explores and assesses a variety of strategic options for banks and financial
institutions relative to mobile wallet technology. It contends that the number, strength and diversity of
stakeholders present in the mobile wallet ecosystem requires banks to adopt a very different approach
from that which they have become accustomed to. It asserts that the sooner banks acknowledge that
their once-exclusive relationships with customers are under threat, the faster they can take steps to
adapt their operations and equip themselves with the knowledge and services they need to defend their
ground against the competition.
The paper explains how the mobile wallet will transform the consumer’s shopping experience and
describes the new role that banks and financial institutions can play in its delivery. It acknowledges the
complexity of the mobile wallet ecosystem and underscores the need for collaboration between
stakeholders, before outlining a series of recommendations intended to aid banks in their efforts to
establish optimal ecosystem positioning. The paper continues to describe three groups of services that
are expected to drive mobile wallet adoption (payments, own value added services, and value added
services from third parties) and maps these against three models for wallet ownership (own wallet, joint
venture wallet and third party wallet), deriving from this exercise five strategic go-to-market options
which are then explored and assessed.
The paper concludes that the strength of each strategic option is dependent on a variety of factors
influencing the bank or financial institution in question, and contends that each has validity when it is
matched appropriately to the bank’s individual circumstances.

2.0 Introduction
Welcome to the fifth instalment in Mobey Forum’s series of papers exploring the mobile wallet.
After a period of considerable hype, mobile wallet discourse is now starting to shift from ‘why’ to ‘how’.
The mobile device market is well recognised for the speed with which it evolves. The pace of mobile
development in hardware, software and supporting infrastructure has enabled a variety of new market
participants to establish a foothold in the mobile wallet market, and in some cases not only compete
with traditional banks, but surpass them.
Banks and financial institutions are therefore under increasing pressure to establish their mobile wallet
engagement strategy; a task that will ultimately determine whether they are able to use the technology
to establish, defend or even extend their commercial influence in the mobile financial services space.
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This fifth instalment in Mobey Forum’s white paper series on the mobile wallet is intended to provide
financial institutions with a high level introduction to the business of exploring their strategic options, as
they set out on the road to developing an engagement strategy for both mobile payments and the
mobile wallet. The following pages may also prove useful to financial institutions seeking to validate and
or scrutinise their existing mobile payments or mobile wallet strategy.

2.1 Why is Mobey Forum focusing on the mobile wallet?
There is a significant amount of excitement in the market about mobile wallet technology and its
associated business opportunities, yet there remains relatively little considered analysis.
By publishing industry neutral white papers and promoting cooperation between stakeholders, Mobey
Forum aims to address this shortfall. Its overall aim is to encourage the development of common
business models and technical standards that will enable the ecosystem to develop mobile wallet
technology to its fullest potential, ensuring the best possible experience is delivered to end users.
Mobey Forum’s work with mobile wallets aims to increase the understanding, ease the dialogue, spark
discussion and provide guidance, based on concrete experience from practitioners as well as ideas and
theories by thought leaders within the field of mobile financial services.

2.2 Work to date
Mobey Forum recommends that readers review this series of white papers in sequence, in order to gain
a complete understanding of the concepts and definitions they contain.
Mobey Forum’s first white paper, ‘Mobile Wallet – Definition and Vision’, published in November 2011,
gave an overview of mobile wallets and described the importance of an open platform approach to
development.
The second white paper, ‘Control Points in Mobile Wallets’, published in February 2012, defined the
‘control points’ model. This is an approach that identifies, analyses and discusses areas of the mobile
wallet ecosystem in terms of how stakeholders will compete to influence the development,
maintenance and delivery of technology to consumers.
In the third white paper, ‘Hidden Control Points’, the control point model was extended from the
‘internal’ control points needed in the ecosystem to make a mobile wallet operational to the
surrounding areas of the ecosystem. These ‘external’ and environmental control points were recognised
as having crucial influence on establishing an operational and user friendly mobile wallet solution.
The fourth white paper, ‘Structure and Approaches’, shows how mobile wallets can be organized either
as stand alone wallets or as multiple wallets integrated with each other on several levels.

3.0 Paradigm shift for banks, the clock is ticking...
Since Mobey Forum’s analysis of the mobile wallet began, the association has contended that providing
consumers with an ‘easy way to pay’ will not be enough to drive mass-market adoption. This simple
5
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observation requires that banks adopt a very different approach from that which they are accustomed
to. But banks have in the past proven that they are capable of keeping pace with the changing times;
they have been through similar paradigm shifts before. Online banking, for example, required banks to
effect significant changes in both the behaviour and expectations of their customers, in addition to the
provision of an ‘easy way to bank’. The same can be said for mobile banking. Those succeeding in
making the most of the mobile channel have needed to do much more than provide ‘an easy way to do
online banking’.
As new technologies, platforms and communication channels emerge, new players will always seek to
replace the services that banks have provided, while at the same time offering new opportunities to
generate value and deliver new services to their customers. What is new about the mobile wallet, is the
sheer number, strength and diversity of stakeholders that have the banks’ services (and revenues) in
their sights.
The process of adjustment for banks requires them to significantly recalibrate the way they view their
relationships with both customers and industry stakeholders. In the mobile domain, banks are, at best,
equals amongst their new peers, competing toe to toe with them for the attentions and loyalties of
consumers.
The sooner banks acknowledge that their once-exclusive relationships with customers are under threat,
the faster they can take steps to adapt their operations and equip themselves with the knowledge and
services they need to defend their ground against the competition.
Payment schemes, e-money institutions, merchants, handset and device manufacturers, mobile network
operators (MNOs), internet giants and others are now establishing both boundaries and alliances in the
mobile wallet ecosystem, all with a view to establishing influence over the development of the market.
Banks that wish to participate must move quickly to assess their options and establish a strategy, or risk
being overtaken.
Developing an awareness of how the different stakeholder ecosystems combine to enable the mobile
wallet’s shopping experience is key if a financial institution is to identify and evaluate its strategic
options for engagement.

3.1 The shopping experience redefined
Examining the variances between the traditional shopping experience and that which is developing in
the mobile domain illustrates the level of disruption that banks must now address if they wish to
champion the mobile wallet.
In the traditional shopping experience, the role of the bank is clearly defined and largely unchallenged. It
is the sole guardian of the consumer’s transaction.
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Figure 1: The traditional 'linear' shopping experience

As mobile wallets proliferate, however, the consumer’s shopping experience is likely to change
dramatically. The traditional linear process will be disrupted and financial institutions will be forced to
engage with customers through a value added services (VAS) ecosystem, via the mobile wallet interface.
Banks are likely to offer some of these services, but many will also be offered by third parties. This
development is forcing banks to rethink how they engage with other stakeholders if they are to protect
their role in the value chain.
In this context, ‘protecting their role’ is not solely about the bank retaining traditional payments
revenues. While for many banks payments comprise a relatively small proportion of revenue, they
nonetheless remain of strategic importance because they ensure the bank’s visibility is upheld with its
customers, legitimising the bank as a relevant provider of additional mobile financial services. The
question of whether these additional services create revenue for the bank is often immaterial since, for
the most part, their primary objective is to strengthen the bank’s relationship with the customer. The
ultimate value of this effort then realised at the point when the customer assesses their own buying
criteria for mortgages, investments, pension savings or other financial products offered by the bank.
Equally, many of the new entrants in the payments value chain are also likely to try use their foothold as
bridgehead towards other services, in a bid to attract the customer’s attention in just the same way. 1
In this respect, mobile wallet providers will seek to embed touch points frequently throughout the
customer’s mobile shopping experience, using the provision of value as their justification to do so. This
means the quality of the consumer’s mobile shopping experience, together with the value they stand to
gain from the contextual services provided (such as the provision of discounts and offers), will be the
keys banks need to lure their customers into adopting and using their mobile wallet and, in turn,
consenting to a closer and more open dialogue with its provider.

1

Mobile point of sale (MPOS) solutions are a good example of this. The cost of the hardware for the user is often
free and the fees are spiralling downwards as more players enter this space, which is why we see the leading
players in this field expanding their role and services from the platform they have gained by providing MPOS
solutions (for more information on MPOS, please see Mobey Forum’s white paper on this topic:
http://www.mobeyforum.org/topic/mobile-pos/)
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Figure 2: The mobile wallet provides multiple opportunities to engage the customer throughout their shopping experience

3.2 Are banks in a strong position?
Absolutely. Despite the influx of new players, there exists a major opportunity for banks and financial
institutions to play a pivotal role in the mobile wallet value proposition, assuming they are able to adapt
to this market’s new dynamics.
If they choose to engage, they must be clear on how they will master the transition from old to new.
Developing a full understanding of their diminished control over payments is an essential start.
Obtaining a realistic idea of the range of possible roles that they could assume, and over what time
period, is the next logical step. There are a wide variety of factors that come in to play here, many of
which have been scrutinised as part of Mobey Forum’s ‘control points’ model, which has been
developed in order to help banks explore and gain familiarity with the mobile wallet ecosystem.2
Readers that are at this stage in their market analysis are recommended to review Mobey Forum’s white
papers dealing with control points, details of which are given in the footnote below.
Banks seeking to engage will need to decide on their future role in a rapidly changing environment. So,
how should a bank or financial institution go about assembling its strategy? The first step should be to
answer two fundamental questions: ‘Where to play?’ and ‘How to win?’
In the following chapters, Mobey Forum will present a collection of strategic recommendations on how
a bank can approach this unfamiliar area. In doing so, Mobey Forum draws on existing models from the
previous papers in the series and also offers new models in the hope of assisting the reader to explore
and assess their strategic options sufficiently in order to arrive at a decision on how they should proceed
with the mobile wallet.

2

See: Mobile Wallet Part 2: Control Points in Mobile Wallets and Mobile Wallet Part 3: The Hidden Controls,
available from http://www.mobeyforum.org/Knowledge-Center/Mobey-White-Papers
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4.0 Ecosystem positioning – Where to play?
Before a commercially attractive future market position can be identified, it is important for a bank to
consider how the ecosystem of the mobile wallet differs from others in which the bank participates.

4.1 A complex ecosystem that demands collaboration with partners
As demonstrated in the earlier mobile wallet whitepapers from Mobey Forum, the mobile payments
ecosystem is far more complex than that of traditional financial services. Few, if any, financial
institutions will have the resources and expertise to commercialise across the whole ecosystem and
value chain. The extent of the mobile wallet ecosystem’s complexity is reflected in the control points
model that Mobey Forum introduced in the part two of this white paper series.

Figure 3: Mobey Forum's 'control points' model demonstrates the complexity of the mobile wallet ecosystem

It is beyond the scope of any current independent financial institution to compete commercially across
all the above control points. The challenge, therefore is for them to accept that a much greater degree
of third party stakeholder cooperation is needed than they are conventionally accustomed to, if they are
to establish a sustainable footing in the mobile wallet arena. Inevitably, this will lead to the forging of
new alliances and the challenging of those that have been made elsewhere. But it is also true that
opportunities exist for strong financial institutions with significant resources to remain in almost total
control of their mobile wallet destinies, by building their own closed loop mobile wallets. Indeed there
are already examples of these in the market today. Nonetheless, the development, initiation and
maintenance of even closed loop mobile wallets will still require a significant degree of third party
collaboration, predominantly with the stakeholders that provide the supporting mobile communications
infrastructure (see internal ‘initiation’ and ‘operation’ control points, above).
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It is important to note that while the new mobile wallet infrastructure is likely to alter the future of
payments and consumer commerce significantly, it is unlikely to signal the end of the traditional banking
systems, or consumers’ regular use of them. The core function of a payment is still to move money from
one entity to another, and regardless of the engine or technology applied to the payment, the user must
trust entirely in the system. This prerequisite is something that banks and financial institutions already
have, more than any other stakeholder group in the ecosystem. Convincing the end user that the mobile
wallet is secure and trustworthy will play a huge part in determining its ultimate success. This factor
alone automatically puts banks and financial institutions in a position of strength.

4.2 Where to play: How to establish optimal ecosystem positioning
This exercise should always begin with a clear understanding of what success look like. How can this be
achieved? A thorough examination of the mobile wallet commercial value chain is a good place to start.
This process, combined with a pragmatic reflection on the bank’s knowledge, skills and resources in each
of these areas will reveal the particular areas of strength. Armed with the knowledge that at least some
cooperation with other stakeholders will be required, this analysis should help to bring into focus the
kind of role that the bank is capable of assuming in the ecosystem. Is, for example, the bank in a position
to offer retail discounts or cash back deals linked to specific merchant transactions? Are its payment
products attractive and differentiated enough to compete in the wallet space with those of its
competitors? This assessment is very much influenced by the number of control points the bank is able
to cater for. A conservative approach is advisable here, attempting to develop the skills and resources
required to cater for unfamiliar control points can quickly prove to be cumbersome and costly.
The positioning exercise should also be informed by a competitive appraisal of the bank’s ability to
deliver the range of mobile wallet services that the market expects to drive adoption:
Payment only services
Banks and financial institutions deciding to focus on payment only aim to offer their customers a new
way to pay, either by digitizing existing payment methods or introducing new payment instruments from
within the mobile wallet. Here, the bank’s traditional role of ‘guardian of the transaction’ is unrivalled.
In this group, payment services are not combined with other banking or non-banking services.
Own VAS
Banks and financial institutions seeking to deliver their own VAS through the mobile wallet facility are
likely to view the environment as a ‘close relative’ to their existing mobile banking facilities. For them,
the introduction of a mobile payment instrument is just an additional component in an existing package
of mobile banking services, which they will seek to repackage and introduce to customers via a mobile
wallet container. The proposition is likely to be complemented by additional banking-oriented VAS,
which the bank provides on an exclusive basis, in order to ensure its mobile wallet proposition is
differentiated from existing mobile banking services and is also sufficiently attractive in order to drive
customer adoption.
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VAS from third parties
In chapter 3.1 we showed that mobile now impacts all the stages of
the shopping experience. Banks seeking to establish a commercial
proposition that draws on the entire process need to transform
themselves from traditional financial service providers into
catalysts for value, ensuring their mobile wallet solutions also
deliver a variety of non-banking services, such as loyalty schemes,
coupons, and promotional offers. Banks know their customers
exceptionally well and may utilize this knowledge in order to select
VAS of relevance to their customers from third party providers. But
care must be taken here; appropriate legal and technical
safeguards need to be in place in order to protect confidential
customer data and in respect of the customer’s privacy, before
third party VAS can be safely introduced.
What is clear from these groups is that as long as the bank or
financial institution is judicious in its choice of additional nonpayment related VAS, the value of its mobile wallet solution to its customers will increase in accordance
with the number and breadth of services it provides.
Figure 4: The mobile wallet value
proposition increases in accordance
with the breadth of services offered
to the user

5.0 Strategic options: How to win?
5.1 Determining the options
How a bank or financial institution can determine which of the three service groups described above is
the most appropriate for its own mobile wallet solution hinges on both its existing capabilities and its
ambition to develop internally.
The following illustration maps the three service groups against a bank’s typical options to collaborate
with third parties. As a bank’s potential mobile wallet strategy moves up the vertical ‘ownership model’
axis, from mere participation in a third party mobile wallet solution, to a ‘fully owned’ mobile wallet,
both development costs and branding opportunities increase. As a bank’s potential strategy travels
along the horizontal axis, from basic ‘payments only’ services to the provision of full ‘payments plus VAS
from third parties’, both the management complexity and earning opportunities for the bank increase.
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Figure 5: Mapping models for wallet ownership against various approaches to service provision reveals four strategic options
for banks

From this mapping exercise, Mobey Forum has identified four strategic options for banks and financial
institutions. A fifth option (no participation) is also briefly described, but is not considered to be of great
relevance to this paper’s readership.
Mobey Forum acknowledges that banking markets across the globe each have their own characteristics
and that each bank’s individual situation analysis could lead it to a different set of options. The following
options are offered to illustrate some of the scenarios that can result from this work.
Option 1: Participating in wallets from third parties like MNOs or payment schemes
This option implies that the bank will integrate its content3 into the mobile wallet provided by a third
party, such as a mobile network operator (MNO), a payment scheme, another financial institution, or a
retailer. If this option is chosen, the bank must decide what services or content it wishes to contribute,
3

For more information about mobile wallet content, please see Mobey Forum’s first white paper in the wallet
series.
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and to whose wallet solution. This option implies that the bank will be dependent on these third party
providers as their route to market. As a consequence, the depth of evaluation of potential partners,
together with the selection of services the bank chooses to offer through the third party wallet will
determine the success of this option. The primary advantages of this ‘content provider only’ option are
that the bank does not have to invest in the development, implementation or roll out of the wallet
infrastructure (the container), meaning that the bank can focus on the development of its services
without distraction. Banks considering this option are also open to providing content to more than one
wallet solution.
Examples:
Isis in US. The MNO driven Isis joint venture in US is an attempt for mobile operators to jointly control
the mobile wallet space in their home markets. Capital One and Chase are two examples of banks who
are partnering with ISIS for national rollout. Both banks are offering their customers to load their cards
into ISIS mobile wallet application.
CaixaBank and Telefónica: These stakeholders are working together to develop NCF payments in Spain,
utilising the UICC as the secure element storing the user’s card credentials. The project will use an
integrated wallet developed by Telefónica, in which the end user will be able to see all the cards they
have stored in the UICC. CaixaBank and Telefónica have already completed several trials, most recently
at the Mobile World Congress conference and exhibition, and are now preparing for commercial launch.
Option 2: Building up a joint venture wallet together with other parties
This option required the bank to commit resources to developing a joint venture mobile wallet solution
with other parties. The scope of the joint venture (JV) can vary enormously and may even encompass
the creation of a neutral joint venture company. Researching and establishing sound, commercially
aligned partnerships is likely to be a complex and time consuming task. Nevertheless, this option offers
considerable advantages. Complementary partnerships in a joint venture wallet will provide a greater
sphere of influence in the ecosystem and should therefore enable the resultant solution to compete
across a higher number of control points, thus delivering more commercial potential to each
participating organisation. The accumulated force of all involved parties may also result in a bigger
launch to market, together with faster and wider end-user adoption.
Example: Swish: The six largest Swedish banks, including Nordea, Swedbank, SEB, Handelsbanken,
Danske Bank and Länsförsäkringar have developed Swish; a JV wallet offering a peer to peer (P2P)
service for Swedish consumers. The service was launched in December 2012 and offers a shared brand
and a shared mobile wallet app which covers 95% of the total customers in the Swedish personal
banking market. The JV makes it possible to powerfully market and launch mobile financial solutions in
an environment conducive to the development of greater customer to business functionality.
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Option 3: Building up a proprietary vertical wallet
This option means that the bank develops its own proprietary mobile wallet, which does not support any
VAS from third parties. For this option to be viable, the bank must have the resources and capability to
build and establish its own wallet. Banks that choose this option are producing an entirely ‘closed’
wallet, so must ensure that they are able to address all the ecosystem control points that underpin the
build, launch, distribution and management of an ‘own wallet’ solution. Since this wallet will only
contain services from the bank in question, it is crucial that they ensure their wallet delivers sufficiently
attractive and valuable content to drive adoption and regular usage from customers. In addition, it is
likely that the bank will contract third parties to assist with the technical development of their wallet.
While this is a costly route, it does enable the bank to have full and uninhibited control, not only over
the revenue streams that the wallet delivers, but also over the user experience, which is likely to have a
direct impact on the solution’s chances of success with consumers.
Example: RBS & Visa P2P: in March 2013, Visa Europe launched a wallet service for Visa card issuers.
The card issuers provide the front-end app and Visa manages the payment flow and routing to any
customer with a Visa card. Customers effectively send a payment to a mobile phone number and this
number is used by Visa to route the payment. RBS was the first UK bank to launch this service and in a
matter of weeks 1.7m customers had downloaded the app. It was launched as an upgrade to its existing
mobile banking app, which also assisted with the solution’s initial distribution.
Option 4: Building up a proprietary horizontal wallet
This option means that the bank develops its own proprietary wallet, but allows third parties to deliver
content through the solution. As with Option 3, for this option to be viable, the bank must have the
resources and capability to build and establish its own wallet. This option also means that the bank must
ensure that it is able to address all the ecosystem control points that underpin the build, launch,
distribution and management of an ‘own wallet’ solution. Since this is an ‘open’ wallet option, the bank
must also identify the VAS content from third parties that will increase the value of the overall wallet
proposition in the eyes of its customers. Technical collaboration with third parties regarding the
integration of VAS content, including the pooling of knowledge and expertise, is inevitable. The
advantage of this solution is the bank’s likelihood of success with their solution is increased, thanks to
the provision of a wider selection of content and services than it is capable of providing independently.
Examples:
Bank of America with BankAmeriDeals: Bank of America has integrated a service called BankAmeriDeals
into its mobile wallet. The service, which is completely controlled by Bank of America, delivers merchant
offers to customers based on their spending habits, demography and geo-location. In this way Bank of
America is able to control the content of its wallet and at the same time take advantage of a broad
range of value added services from third parties.
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PostFinance with digitized gift cards: PostFinance has introduced a service that enables its customers to
purchase digitized third party gift cards (e.g. iTunes credits) and top-up their mobile phone talk time
directly from within its mobile wallet.
Option 5: Do nothing.
This option can only result from the conclusion that the evolution of mobile wallets will have no bearing
on the bank’s business model, or that it is too early to take a view. Mobey Forum suggests that this is
not a viable option for readers stemming from the full services segment of financial institutions, nor
does its analysis offer a great deal of value. That said, Mobey Forum does acknowledge that there are
many banks which have no desire to shape the market, and would prefer to wait until the market
consolidates before making their choice.
While the ‘do nothing’ option is undoubtedly the easiest route for a bank to take, decisions must still be
made with regard to new services that are created elsewhere. Financial institutions providing payment
services, for example, can enable other players to operate a mobile wallet solution, or conversely they
can try to inhibit their commercial progress by refusing to cooperate. Mobey Forum believes that doing
nothing is only a short term and should not be considered a long term, sustainable strategy.
An example of this type is Google Wallet 2.0 in the US, where Google is issuing a virtual Mastercard to
which users who can link their existing (non-mobile) payment instruments. Google pays double cardnot-present interchange fees for these transactions, but they are nonetheless legitimate, and appear to
be real-time NFC mobile wallet transactions at the point of sale. In this scenario payment instrument
issuers are in a position where they need to choose whether or not to support the issuing of their
payment instruments to a third party wallet provider, given that they have effectively been excluded
from the decision to go ‘mobile’.

6.0 The current state of play
How are these strategic options manifested in today’s mobile wallet market? In this chapter, Mobey
Forum provides an overall assessment of each approach. Readers should note that the observations
made here are informed by the development of the market up to the time of writing (summer 2013) and
will inevitably become outdated as the ecosystem continue to evolve in the months that follow.
Option 1: Third party mobile wallets
The most visible third party mobile wallets have, to date, been introduced by non-banking stakeholders.
The most active groups have been MNOs (with NFC-enabled mobile wallets that utilise the UICC secure
element), payment scheme providers and internet giants such as Google. Each group has, for their own
specific reasons, concluded that the time is right to challenge the status quo. One explanation for this
way of thinking could lie in the fact that these players are able to control many of the control points
needed to successfully bring a mobile wallet solution to market. In short, they have done so because
15
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they have been able to. For some, their activity has been motivated by competitive pressures felt in
their core areas of business. Here, the mobile wallet is just one amongst a number of weapons wielded
in the battle for digital supremacy. For others, it is more straight forward; the mobile wallet simply
represents a way of monetising their existing digital assets by transforming them into a vehicle for other
stakeholders to utilise, based on the belief that consumer adoption will be driven by the extent to which
the mobile wallet is enriched by third party VAS. Nonetheless, all third party mobile wallet providers
recognise that banks are powerful and important partners to win over; they have the financial trust of
the consumer and thus have the power to accelerate market adoption in a way perhaps other
stakeholders do not. Banks are also inextricably intertwined with merchants and therefore have the
potential to use these relationships to build bridges which lead to the creation of new and varied value
propositions.
But issues of trust persist. A range of factors continue to make banks reluctant to integrate with third
party wallets. For some, it is simply their innately conservative nature that is holding them back. But
even the bolder banks remain nervous, and seek greater clarity over questions relating to business
model continuity and the ownership of customer data. Culture clashes must also be overcome. That
said, it is very likely that third party wallet providers will find banks that are keen to participate. After all,
there are valuable gains to be made. Minimally, a bank can commercialise from being a third party
wallet payments services infrastructure provider. Beyond this, however, they are also able to compete
to be best-in-class or ‘top-of-wallet’, and can use their participation as a vehicle for the acquisition of
new customers, or as a means of cross-selling services that are not directly linked to the user’s shopping
experience. Third party participation can also be a comparatively hassle free way for a bank to counter
perceptions of stagnation and even retrogression. The economic hardships of the financial crisis have
left many banks battered, bruised and in need of reinvention. Many will see an opportunity to align their
brand with an innovative and exciting mobile wallet solution as reason enough to participate.
Mobey Forum expects the main supporters of third party initiatives to be small and medium sized banks
which do not consider payment services to be a core competency. The true gains of participation for
these organisations are still unclear, and will remain so until the finer details of the third party business
model are better established.
Option 2: Joint venture mobile wallets
Joint venture mobile wallets fall into two categories; those forged between two or more banks, or
between banking and non-banking stakeholders.
Mobey Forum considers the prominent emergence of joint venture mobile wallets to be a result of two
market forces. Firstly, public or political pressure (or a combination of both) has generated the impulse
for cross industry collaboration, either in a bid to improve an existing solution, or to create something
that can satisfy a clear market or governmental demand. Organisations participating in this scenario are
seen as creators of publicly relevant infrastructure.
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The second motivational force derives from the identification of mutual commercial benefit;
understanding the synergies that arise from dominating a series of industry control points, for example,
or from sharing resources so that each party can focus on its own core competences and as a result
deliver a stronger solution to market.
As with every approach, joint ventures present their own set of unique challenges. Clear lines of
delineation must be negotiated from the beginning, which can hinder both development and time to
market. What is the overall positioning of the wallet in the market? How is the wallet’s brand, together
with the brands of each joint venture partner to be represented? How will the joint venture comply
with competition law? Should it become its own legal entity? Even in the later phases of development,
joint ventures have often needed to focus time and resources on balancing the interests of the joint
entity with the interests of its constituent owners. Issues of trust can, again, impede progress. Joint
venture wallets are often formed in order to establish stronger competitive advantage, yet as these
solutions begin to realise their desired success and begin to open their doors to additional partners in a
bid to scale, they often find that the rest of the market, perhaps understandably, will not engage. Joint
venture mobile wallets have, to date, been good at proving technology and reducing time to market, but
are yet to find the right formula for mass market adoption.
Option 3: Building up a proprietary vertical wallet
To date, banks have succeeded in developing splendid digital financial service offerings for customers.
The introduction of mobile wallet technology represents an opportunity to deliver a fuller spectrum of
these digital services via the mobile channel. In truth, however, many of the existing mobile banking
applications in the market today are already proprietary mobile wallets in all but name. But to be truly
effective, mobile wallets should include features which are so valuable and useful that customers get
positively addicted to using the wallet’s services. Mobile banking seldom manages this, but when it is
accompanied by, say, mobile payments, P2P payments, personal finance management, or other
personalized and value added offering, it holds the potential to become one of the most compelling
apps in the mobile world.
So why do we still not see many widely adopted examples of mobile banking combined with mobile
payments and value-added services? One of the reasons traces back to the traditional organizational
structure of a bank. Traditionally, the cards, retail banking and internet banking departments are
separate, indeed many even compete for available resources within the bank. With this in mind, it is
easy to see how the development of a strategy and mobile wallet offering (which must integrate all of
these facilities) may not come naturally to the bank in question.
A second reason is borne out of the operational challenges the bank must overcome. Whether the
bank’s offering is underpinned by a ready-made, white-label platform or designed and executed
completely in-house, there will remain many unanticipated factors capable of hindering development. A
lack of influence over key industry control points can result in a mobile wallet initiative stalling as a
result of forces beyond the bank’s control. Unsolved issues with proximity payments can cause
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executives to get cold feet, as can the continuing debate over what customer can legitimately be
collected via the wallet and who owns it.
Finally, banks may simply be reluctant to go it alone. Many have identified that they are falling behind
other stakeholders in key areas such as mobile technology prowess and customer profiling, and fear that
their old-fashioned approach will be rendered obsolete by the time it is brought to market. This
consideration alone can be sufficient to encourage a bank to adopt one of the alternative strategic
options described in this paper.
Option 4: Building up a proprietary horizontal wallet
This is an appealing proposition for banks that enjoy a leading or even dominating position in the market
and want to leverage this position in order to shape the market in which they operate and create a defacto standard wallet. This option can simplify market development, simply because there is only one in
the driving seat. There are also challenges, however. Firstly the investment required, together with the
volume and variety of resources required, will be significant. Few of today’s banks have access to such
leverage within their own ranks. Secondly, the bank will need to activate its own own merchant network
in order to deliver third party VAS into its wallet. Finally the bank will need to temper its appetite for
total commercial dominance and accept that it must enable other smaller banks to reside in its wallet
and connect to its merchant network if is to establish de-facto wallet positioning. Providing ‘neutral
ground’ which other banks will find appealing will be difficult to establish. Even the large dominant
institutions will need to consider this option from technical, economic and market positioning
standpoints before opting to proceed.
Option 5: Do nothing
There are many reasons why banks may not choose any of the above four options and instead wait to
implement a mobile wallet. After all, many questions remain unanswered. Some will consider that the
timing is not right. Others will remain sceptical about the technology and the readiness of their specific
market. The lack of trust between the diverse stakeholders is bound also to play a part, as is a
widespread lack of understanding and awareness amongst banks as to the complex dynamics of the
mobile wallet ecosystem. It is therefore not wrong to adopt a ‘wait and see’ approach, but it is
important to do so strategically. A bank that arrives at this conclusion as a result of its own situational
analysis will be ready when the moment is right to take action.

6.1 Evaluation Matrix
Mobey Forum believes that a bank’s decision to adopt any of the above options should be informed by
thorough strategic assessment.
Payment service providers considering the deployment of a mobile wallet, and those wishing to validate
existing wallet strategies, should be aware that there is no single solution. The choice of how to deploy
is subject to multiple factors which will vary according to a number of parameters, including the size of
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the organisation and its market position, the maturity of the consumer mobile market, the strategic
intent and competitiveness of the environment and so on.
To assist with this strategic assessment, Mobey Forum has developed an evaluation matrix that may
prove useful for banks and financial institutions seeking to assess their current position relative to the
mobile wallet ecosystem.

Entry Method
Option 1: Third party
mobile wallets

Option 2: Joint venture
mobile wallets

Pros

Cons

Strategy

-Rich ecosystem
and services: a lot
of different
services

-Lack of trust for
wallet issuer

-Easy: very little
own development
needed

-Lack of decision
power regarding
own branding

-Speed to market

-Small
possibilities for
differentiation: all
the competitors
may have the
same features
and technologies

-Providing
technology

-Complex to

-Good for non-competing

manage in the
beginning and also
if other members
want to participate

entities to form a joint
perspective for the market

-Value-add
capabilities are
good

-Can be expensive

-Suits well for flexible
banks independent of size,
since compromises are
inevitable

-Speed to market
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Option 3: Building up a
proprietary vertical
wallet

-Full control of
the technology,
branding and
market entry

-The content may
be ‘thin’

-Very targeted
value for bank’s
own services and
possibility for
differentiation

-Market reach
limited

-Requires very
good
collaboration
between various
teams in the bank

Option 4: Building up a
proprietary horizontal
wallet

-Full control of
technology,
branding and
market entry
-Good possibility
for differentiation

-For strong banks who
want to follow their own
path

-Costly

-Internal
communications
and collaboration is
challenging if there
is a traditional
organisation
structure in place

-Costly
-Operationally
complex, due to
negotiations with
other service
providers

-Can be a stepping stone
for partnerships (joint
venture wallet, option 2)
or horizontal wallet
(option 4)

-For shapers of the
industry

-Best revenue
possibility

Banks and financial institutions will need to balance these factors in order to determine their market
entry strategy. There are a number of trade-offs to be considered, for example in terms of the potential
to competitively differentiate a wallet service and the cost and technical complexity of the solution.
Those developing their own mobile wallet can be expected to have a high degree of control over the
look and feel of the implementation, however those that offer horizontal wallets run the risk of diluting
their brand if too many conflicting brands compete for the customer’s attention.

7.0

Conclusion

In today’s market, mobile is neither something to be addressed in the future, nor is it a fad. Mobile
financial services are happening right now and have already influenced many different aspects of the
consumer’s everyday life. The mobile wallet will extend this influence, delivering more services and
financial capabilities, and also driving additional value into consumers’ hands. The technology is
triggering the creation of innovative new business models that banks would be foolish to ignore,
especially when they relate to the business of executing transactions.
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But the market remains in its infancy. It will take some years for mobile wallets to become well
established and widely utilised by consumers. Now, therefore, is the time for banks and financial
institutions to do their homework and establish a strategy which will ensure they continue to play an
important role in the future of transactional mobile financial services. If this strategy can be informed by
a situational analysis of the bank’s present situation, together with a clear vision of the role that it would
like to take in, say, five years time, it will be possible to explore, assess and ultimately identify the option
that will enable it to attain its intended market position.
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